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At present，Cross-strait relations have stepped into the stage of peaceful 
development. Behind all of these, there is filling with the felling of uncertainty about 
the present and future of cross-strait relations. For the mainland china, they show 
their worried about political identity, while the Taiwan authority keep silence and 
alertness on all kinds of political issues, even penetrate into the discussion about 
general affairs such as Economic Cooperation Agreement. In order to crack those, 
the author find the core cause is our study mess the object with academic paradigm, 
after carding the three aspect of cross-strait study. On the basis of the assumption, 
the author makes use of the theory of Governance regarding of its open mind, try to 
construct the special concept “Cross-strait Governance” and verify the feasibility.  
Meanwhile, comparing to the logic of “Risk Society”、“Risk Culture”、 “Risk 
Management”, the author discover the structure of cross-strait risk. Beside of all 
these, there is also composed of cross-strait uncertainty in the view of 
interdisciplinary. Therefore, we can get a new thinking model about cross-strait 
relations—“Cross-strait Governance”, which comprises cross-strait, risk governance 
and cross-strait uncertainty governance. To the cross-strait risk part, not only we 
need the law system、mechanism、institutionalized、integration and national structure, 
but also we should take action to storage knowledge of cross-strait risk, adjust to the 
consensus of  cross-strait governance. To the uncertainty part, the author propose 
some strategic and executive thought, such as cross-strait scenarios、strategic games 
frame、dynamic system& agent simulation、policy model by the real options, etc. 
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